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VOCABULARY 

Practice pronouncing the words, then write the word and its meaning. 
 

Pronounciation     Write the word   English meaning 

1.   ant ta (sg)         antta       to be (temporary)  

2.  ät ta (sg)         ätta        to be (exist/reside) 

3.  ta la ya (sg)        talaya       to be setting(sg) 

4.  ash wa (dual)            ashwa       to be (temporary) 

5.  äsh wa (dual)        äshwa       to be (exist/reside) 

6.  ta lo ha (dual)     taloha       to be setting 

7.  a sha (pl)         asha           to be (temporary) 

8.  a sha  ((pl)         asha           to be (exist/reside) 

9.  ai ya sha (pl)       aiyasha         to be (exist/reside) 

10. ta loh ma ya (pl)     talohmaya        to be setting 

 

TRANSLATION 

Translate the sentences.  

11.   Boswell ätta li. 

  I live at Boswell. 

12.  Aiitänaha asha. 

  They are at church. 

13.  Bokushi ma okla aiyasha. 

  They are at the creek. 

14.  Katomma talaya? 

  Where is it setting? 

15.  Karen micha Allen ät aiitätoba ashwa.  

  Karen and Allen are at the store. 
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WORD CLUES    

Write the correct location or position.   
 

16.   I am at school.              antta  

17.  We are at home.             ashwa 

18.  They all live there.            asha  

19.   I live at home.              ätta  

20.   Set a place for one.            talaya  

21.   Table set for two.             taloha          

22.   Both of us are at Wal-Mart.         ashwa 

23.   All of the plates are on the table.      talohmaya        

24.   I am at work.              antta 

25.   Grandpa and grandma live in Tulsa.     äshwa 

 

TRUE OR FALSE - Ahli Cho Ahli Kiyo 

Write A for True and AK for False. 

26.   AK  Talaya means I am somewhere temporarily. 

27.   A   Asha means several of us are somewhere temporarily. 

28.    A   Antta means I live at home alone. 

29.    A   Ätta means I reside at a certain place. 

30.    AK  Äshwa means he lives alone. 

31.     A    Aiyasha means we are all there permanently. 

32.    A   Taloha means two things are setting. 

33.    A   Talohmaya means there are several things setting. 

34.    A   Ashwa means two people are somewhere temporarily. 
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